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ABSTRACT 

Name  : Zulfikarni Bakri 

Reg. Number : 40300114109 

Major  : English and Literature Department 

Faculty  : Adab and Humanities 

Title  : Structure of Myth in Kelong Basing (Requiem from Kajang) 

Supervisor 1 : Dr. Rosmah Tami, S.Ag., M.Sc., MA 

Supervisor II : Hj. Nahdhiyah, S.S., M.Pd 
 

Kelong basing is one of the most beautiful regional sound arts which are contained in 

Pasang ri Kajang.  The sound art is in the form of song in which there are several 

kinds of songs to entertain human journey from world to funeral, from funeral to Allo 

ri Boko (hereafter) and also contents advece to human.  As a literary work, it certainly 

has a meaning of myth. Therefore, this research discussed about structural of myth in 

kelong basing as requiem from Kajang. This research aimed to analyze the meaning 

of myth in kelong basing (requiem from Kajang) based on method by Levi-Strauss.    

 

The result of research, myth of kelong basing content of ceritheme variation is look at 

by: (1) the wish of the spirits, (2) advice. From that ceritheme can make in the 

linguistic Levi-Strauss, example binary oposition in three songs KBH, KBP and 

KBAR which related each other. Based on the variation ceritheme, the researcher 

conclude that the meaning of mtyh in kelong basing is about how to life in the word 

for getting easy journey to final destination, Allo ri Boko (hereafter).  

The researcher concluded that kelong basing has turned out to have a correlation with 

Islam, it is shown the meaning of kelong basing with the Surah An-Nazi’at verses 37-

41. 

 

Key words: kelong basing, myth, structur 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background   

In the modern era, many genres of music are loved by youth people. Most of 

them like pop music. A good illustration of this is the booming of broadcasting music 

program or music competition in TV. Now days, dangdut, a gendre of Indonesia folk 

and traditional popular music is famous in this country and others like Malaysia, 

Singapore and Brunei. In many cultures, music is an important part of the way of 

people’s life played in religion ritual, e.g, death ritual, passage ceremonies, social 

activities such as music which allowed to dance, and pleasure. In spite of the fact that 

pop music and dangdut are popular in society, Kelong basing as traditional music 

shows the existence in Kajang Customary Community.  

Kelong basing is derived from two words, kelong and basing. Kelong means 

a song and basing means a long flute, traditional instrument made from bamboo. 

Further, kelong basing is a song accompanied by a long flute that played two male 

musicians who play bamboo instrument and other two female musicians who sing the 

song. It is played as reminding Kajang customary community about death, lay dead 

person down to have a sweet dream such as lullaby. It also contains about pray to 

have tranquility life which refers to requiem (forming of music) to dead person 

played in church conducted as death ritual. 
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Kelong basing is one of important parts at death ritual performed when the day of 

people die and the event of death ritual. It is concerned with a number of death rituals 

namely akdampok wealthy family, a’lajo-lajo for family who has not high income 

and dangang biasa for commoners. As a result of this, before performing kelong 

basing, the family has to decide the type of death ritual what they want to conduct 

based on their financial condition (Herlina, 2015:35).  

Kelong Basing as the pray song performed for delivering to death people 

reaped pro-contra in society for generally people profess Islam religion. As usual 

Islam people deliver pray by using Al-Quran which became tools. Although, Kajang 

society in their identity card written Islam but they believe “patuntung mannuntungi”. 

It’s their belief and hold Pasang ri Kajang as their life directive to do their daily 

activities.   

The existence of negative stigma from others and calling local belief like 

ritual as myth cannot excepted toward the ritual belief, so, it was led the researcher as 

part of Kajang population to elevate this research with clearly explain about myth in 

the second chapter, hopefully, it made to open up the mindset of differences of 

opinion and view on trust.  

Many researchers took Kajang as the object of place in their thorough shown 

that there was only one research focusing on death ritual speech including kelong 

basing namely Herlina Sahib conducted in 2015 under the title Entextualization and 

Gendre Transformation of Kajang Death Ritual Speech. Accordingly, this research 

was only focus on analyzing kelong basing that consist in linguistic structural method  
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by using Levi-Strauss theory. The researcher had not found out the similarity of this 

research before, in literary work that kelong basing as the object yet. 

The available of Levi Strauss’ theory becomes bridge or mediator to give 

understanding and opening mindset to the public how they respect other belief with 

seeing the same purpose in literary concept. 

This study was using structural method developed by Levi-Strauss to express 

the meaning of the myth itself. He argued that myths had structures that was similar 

to linguistics. If linguistics were used to convey messages, so do myths. In myth 

contained the various structures and meanings of the various elements present in 

myth (Ahimsa, 1995:5). Data analysis using Levi-Strauss linguistic models, he 

suggested that the analysis and interpretation were done through two steps; 1. 

Compare myths to one another, 2. Associate ethnographically from the society in 

which the myths emerge ( Suwardi,. 2009).  

B. Research Question 

Based on backround the research questions are as follows: 

1. What is kelong Basing (requiem from Kajang)? 

2. How does Kelong Basing exist in Kajang society? 

3. How is the ceritheme or mytheme based on structural analysis applying Levi 

Strauss’ theory? 

C. Objective of Research 

Objective of researches are as follows: 
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1. To know more about kelong basing based on the point of view from literary 

word og Kelong basing itself and also based informant’s  understanding. 

2. To clarify the first Kelong Basing exist in Kajang society and still being 

performed now days.  

3. To know the cerytheme or mytheme by using Levi Strauss’ theory? 

 

D. Significance of Research 

This research was hoped to provide some theoretical and practical 

contributions as follows: 

The research gave contribute thought and enriched the knowledge to 

understand the myths in kelong basing. In the fact of this, myths did not definite as 

trust or belief that can occur pro-contra between people who whether or not by seeing 

the relationship every elements each others.  

Practically, the research provided more comprehensions of the structural 

linguistics methods developed by Levi-Strauss in analyzing myths in kelong basing. 

E. Scope of Research 

Based on objective of research, scope of research focused on myth in kelong 

basing text using structural method by Levi-Strauss. 
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 CHAPTER II 

LITERARY REVIEW 

A. Review of Related  Research 

There are a couple of researches discussing about Kajang as follow as: 

Herlina Sahib. Entextualization and Genre Transformation of Kajang Death 

Ritual Speech, Hasanuddin University Makassar, 2015. In her research, she focused 

on the entextualization of Pasang ri Kajang into death ritual speech include kelong 

basing, pappisakbi and deppok by analyzing at three distinctive texts, interconnected 

in textual levels: denotational,  mediatioanal, and interactional text. In her thesis, she 

used qualitative method with observation and interview in revealing linguistic 

features of Kajang death ritual speech, the process of entextualization of Pasang ri 

Kajang was elaborated into decontextualization and recontextualization which used 

Saussure‘s and Peirce‘s theory. The result indicated that linguistic features in Kajang 

death ritual speech were observed in parallelisms and metaphors, process 

entextualization. Pasang ri Kajang could be elaborated into hierarchical divisions by 

extracting text decontextually and recontextually. Process of entextualization could 

contribute to the transformation of Pasang ri Kajang such as observed in the death 

ritual (dangang dampok, the highest death ritual). Social relations constructed were 

humbleness, harmonization, social power and kinship. 
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Harlinah Sahib,Tallasa’kamase-Mase (Humble Life Principle): A Cultural 

Value Of Ammatowa Customary Communities, Kajang, Bulukumba Regency, South-

Sulawesi  Province,  English Department, Hasanuddin University, Indonesia, 2015.  

She focused in two aspects, the causes of Ammatoa customary community were so 

obedient in carrying out tallasa kamase-kamase and the ways to maintain tallasa 

kamase-mase in modern era. Based on those two aspects she found that Ammatoa 

custommary community were obedient due to they believe God (Tu rie’ A’ra’na) 

promise a happy life to the human being at the end of their lives which related to  

Pasang ri Kajang “Anre’ kalumanyang ri linoa, mingka ri ahere pi niuppa”. And also 

to maintain tallasa kamasemase in modern era was done by not following 

reformation or reduce any kinds of of influences that were not messaged by their 

ancestors. Another way to maintain this life principle was to carry out the customary 

feast and customary rituals which was taught from one generation to the next. 

Basrah Gising, Simbolisme Dalam Tradisi Lisan Pasang ri Kajang: 

Tinjauan Semiotik, UNHAS: Bahasa dan Seni Tahun 40, NO. 2, Agustus 2012. In his 

research, he took sample in 9 Pasang ri Kajang by using cultural behavior and 

cultural artifact to investigated in symbol. He found that in nine Pasang ri Kajang 

had a domain relationship with forming the substance concept of the hydrological 

cycle in ecology. He discussed in nine Pasang ri Kajang using personification in the 

process of hydrological circulation which described the evaporation process of water 

ions into clouds, then into the rain, flowing into the low ground and again evaporating 
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into the atmosphere. In addition, there was a relationship between nature and humans 

in the continuity of the hydrological cycle. 

Basrah Gising, The Belief System of the People Of Kajang: A Perspektif In 

Religion Anthroppology, “Al-Qalam” volume 17 nomor 1 Januari- Juni 2011. He 

focused in system of worship and religion behavior of Kajang indigenous people. In 

this research he found two worships of inner Kajang, there were; first sambajang 

tattappu which release their transcendental activities to Riek A’ra’na (God) every 

time by three ways: 1) take your God to your sholder when you are walking, 2) hold 

your God in your lap when you are seating down, 3) embrance your God when you 

are sleeping. Second is je’ne talukka, ablotion water never canceled, by doing wash 

their hand, leg, mouth and face, which means: 1) wash your hand for not stolen, 2) 

wash your face include your ayes for not seeing bad thing, 3) wash or clean your 

mouth for not saying uncorrect thing (laying), 4) wash your leg for not going 

anywhere for do bad thing (sin). So inner Kajang, people thought that the body and 

spirit clean were the most important in worship in daily activity.  

Samiang Katu, Local Islam In Indonesia: Religion “Patuntung” In Kajang, 

JICSA volume 03-number 02, Dec 2014. He focused on the concept of God in 

Pasang ri Kajang which were relevant to the concept Islam theology. In this journal, 

he found which there were parallelisms between the teachings of Islam and the 

teaching of Pasang ri Kajang in the form of great respect to the substance of God and 

the prophet was the concrete evidence of Islam accommodation to local culture which 

cannot be separated to the Islamization in Soth Sulawesi in early seventeenth century 
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AD. The accommodation between Islam teaching and local culture contained of 

Pasang ri Kajang were seen in the concept that called Appa Panggentung tanaya na 

pattukkulu’na langi’, four things and the hanger of erth and sky that were 

summarized in the phrase lambusu (honest), gattang (firm), sabbara (patient), and 

apisona (surrender) in line with concept of islam teachings called constancy, patient, 

honest, and fair. 

Syamsurijal, Islam Patuntung: Temu-Tengkar Islam Dalam Tradisi Lokal di 

Tanah Toa Kajang, “Al-Qalam” Volume 20 nomor 2 Desember 2014. He found the 

practice of praying patuntung already mingle with the teachings of Islam with the 

word “Tu Riek Akrakna” referred to almighty God and “Nabi Muhammad” in Sanro's 

prayer lyrics when invoking prayer in kalomba ritual. In this research, there were 

similarities and differences between Patuntung and the teachings of Islam; 1). 

Akkattere is a haircut ritual as a haj of Kajang customary society, 2) beliefs of 

revelation, Kajang customary believed the Al- Quran but it is not 30 juz but 40 juz 

including 10 juz in Patuntung as oral. 

Bungawati, Budaya Akkattere dan Implikasinya terhadap Pengalaman 

Hukum Indonesia di Kajang, UIN alauddin Makassar, 2017. She found that Akkattere 

as the custom which was used as the implementation law of Hajj in customary Kajang 

community was not in accordance with the teachings of Islam based on Al-Imran 

(3:97). She thought Akkatere was ‘Urf which contradicts the shari'ah of Islam that 

was throwing away the treasures because the preparation of Akkattere was quite 
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expensive, and they did not do how the pilgrimage process in accordance with the 

teachings of Islam. 

Ahmad M. Abdullah, Hafied Cangara, Maahmud Tang, Komunnikasi 

Tradisional Kajang di Tengah Transformasi Komunikasi dan Informasi, Komunikasi 

KAREBA vol. 3, No. 2 April-Juni 2014. He focused to describe the picture of 

traditional community life Kajang and how Ammatowa efforts made in face of 

transformation and communication with the situation unfolding currently. In this 

research they found that traditional community Kajang had a firm attitude rejecting 

the transformation from the outside that lead to negative things, they only took 

positive benefits, examples diligent learning in adding knowledge. They accepted the 

transformation of communication and information if there was an equivalent to the 

values and norms in Kajang that were highly regarded by the community. Therefore 

the researchers also found that there was a change in communication patterns that 

caused people to realize the importance of language to know and learn the world 

around so that, young people not only used Konjo language. 

Heryati, konsep islam dalam Pasang ri Kajang sebagaii suatu kearifan local 

traditional dalam sistem bermukim pada komuniitas ammatoa  Kajang. Jurusan 

Arsitektur UNG Gorontalo. She focused in the power of customary law (pasang) as a 

traditional local wisdom of Ammatoa Kajang communication and link between 

customary laws with the concept of Islam in the system settled in Ammatoa Kajang 

area. This research, she found local wisdom in living systems what was seen in the 

house model which was a reflection of the cosmological concept, 1) the top of nature, 
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para, the roof was useful to homeowners seeing or hearing if there is somebody 

intend evil, 2) the center of  nature, kale bola, there was spacious spaces for use as a 

gathering place, the community hold a custom meeting or receives the guest refers to 

QS. Al-Hujarat 13 verse, 3) the under nature, siring, under the house was used as a 

place to establish social relations between neighbors and fellow nuclear families 

refers to QS. Al-Hujarat 13 verse.  

Mimi Arifin,  Ruang Hunian dalam Perspektif komunitas Ammatoa Kajang 

Sulawesi Selatan, Temu Ilmiah IPLBI 2013. He used phenomenology with heuristic 

analysis in his research. He got result that residential space of Kajang customary 

community was an expression and embodiment of the values, norms and ideas and 

behavior of its inhabitants. Spaces were physically (house and environment) and non-

physical (sense of ownership, necessity and functionality) that supported each other's 

system of daily and temporal survival. 

An examination from many researches above describing Kajang customary 

community was shown that there was only one research focusing on death ritual 

speech including Basing namely Herlina Sahib conducted in 2015 under the title 

Entextualization and Gendre Transformation of Kajang Death Ritual Speech. 

However this research was only discussing about linguistic aspect.  Therefore, in this 

research, basing will be focused in linguistic structural method which was looking for 

meaning in myth.  

Accordingly, the idea was about somebody goes to Makassar. In linguistic 

aspect, this sentence will be uncorrected because the structure does not appropriate. 
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According to Levi-Strauss, to analyze myth, the meaning of word in the story shows 

not only its meaning itself but also something else follows; world, society, and 

history.  

B. Conceptual  Framework .  

1. Structuralism  

Structuralism is course in philosophy, linguistic, psychiatry, religious 

phenomenology, economics and politics. Therefore, structuralism investigates the 

fixed patterns in languages, religions, economic and political systems and literary 

works (Mudhofir, 1988: 92). Human is perceived as a functioning element in 

variation. The human function in the whole structure is compared with the function of 

the word in a text which is the human is not the subject but the object. Humans as 

historical beings and as free subjects which became the theme of poko in existentialist 

philosophy do not appear in the philosophy of structuralism to be described as the 

result of structures and no longer as the creator of structure (Munir, 2015).  

According to Hawkes (1978) stated that structuralism is a way of thinking about 

the world as it relates to perceptions and descriptions of structures.  The structure of the 

system of elements and relations are interconnected and is an organized whole.  According to 

Piaget in Hawkes (1978: 16) the structure is an order of beings that includes wholeness, 

transformation, and self-regulation. Wholeness means that the stage form is not just 

the only one but every component join on it which attached to the intrinsic and not 

having free authority outside the structure. Transformation means that structuralism is 

not static but dynamic and new materials continue to be processed by.  While self-
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regulation means the structure never asks for outside help to carry out the procedure 

of transformational. 

a. Structuralism by Levi-Strauss 

Thinking of Levi-Strauss is so interesting and influential but it was 

not easily to be understood by the socio-cultural scientists in Indonesia. 

Among the factors that make Lévi-Strauss's thinking are not easily to be 

understood because first the structural paradigm of Lévi-Strauss is much 

inspired by linguistics, a discipline that is not so popular to several socio-

cultural experts in Indonesia (except among linguists only). Second, Lévi-

Strauss's structural paradigm is also a new epistemology in socio-cultural 

science that is different from the positivistic epistemology shared by most 

socio-cultural scientists in Indonesia (Ahimsa, 2001: 3-4) 

Based on Levi- Strauss’ analysis,  he  used  structural linguistic models to 

describe the existing culture in society, this cannot be separeted  from the figures 

influencing thinking such as Ferdinand de Saussure, Roman Jakobson and Nikolai 

Traubetzkoy what sets them apart from Levi-Strauss is their way of applying the 

linguistic models in the analysis, as well as the linguistic course that they have taken 

as the source of analysis. The influence of thought from Saussure in the form of 

a signifier and signified view in linguistic, Levi-Strauss views culture as a 

symbolic system so as to understand a particular cultural device, so that, 

people must see in connection with the overall system in which the system is 

symbolized. Such subscriptions produce patterns, how the symbol elements 
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are interrelated logically and form the whole system. Those are linguistic rules 

that will form the binary opposition relationships utilized by Levi-Strauss to 

understand the myths in society. 

Levi-Strauss took a structured linguistic model developed by Ferdinan 

de Saussure. Saussure argues that language has two aspects: langue and 

parole. Langue is social aspect yang are shared in the language while parole is 

a dialect speech individually. This language and parole differences can be 

applied in other communication systems such as myth, music and others. 

(Ahimsa, 1999:7)  

Structuralism by Levi was also adopted Jakonson's thinking about 

phonemes, the phoneme is the smallest element of language that distinguishes 

meaning however the existing order behind such a varied cultural 

phenomenon, the model of phonem analysis is helpful to express meaning 

(Ahimsa, 2001:55). 

The linguistic model abused in structural analysis can be either 

homoemorph or paramorph. Hamemorph is the subject of the model being the 

source, for example, dolls are models used to replace babies, while the 

paramorph is the subject and the source is not the same, for example double 

felix is a model for DNA molecules, but this double felix is made on the basis 

of a simple mechanical structure, not on the basis of the reality of DNA 

(Pettit, 1997). This paramorph model is used by Levi Strauss in his structural 

analysis. 
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Levi-Strauss looks at the phenomenon of social-culture, such as 

clothing, food menu, myths, rituals, as well as linguistic symptoms, i.e. as a 

sentence or text. In everyday life, we can find the social-culture symptoms 

such as sentences or text due to requirements that fulfilled. 

Hence in this perspective, Levi-Strauss looks at language and culture 

as a result of the wide variety of activities that are essentially the same. He 

termed the activity uninvited guest which means human mind. And therefore 

this kind of cooperation between language and culture is not due to problems 

relating to a kind of a causal relationship between language and culture but 

since both products or the result of human mind (Ahimsa , 2001:26). With 

regard to the cooperation, he said that there is no cooperation which has full 

hundred percent. Otherwise there is no cooperation at all that it is not 

possible. “Some kind of correlation exists between certain things on certain 

levels, and our main task is to determine what these things are and what levels 

are” (Lévi-Strauss, 1963:79)  

For determining the rate which cooperatives are, and to each other, 

an anthropologist must be able to analyze that aligns with the people of 

linguistic or linguistic phenomenon. So it's strongly recommended to 

cooperate between linguists and anthropologists to compare the expression 

and concept about time landscape language and on a level kinship system or 

relation individual.  Levi-Strauss's structuralism in implicit considers the text 

of narrative, as well as myth, similar to a sentence based on two things. First, 
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the text is a unified meaning which can be considered to embody, express, the 

circumstances of the author's thought, as does the sentence shows a speaker's 

thought. The meaning of the text of the narrative is more than just the 

meaning that can be captured from single sentences that make up the texts.  

Second, the text provides evidence that it is articulated from its parts 

like a sentence which it is articulated by word to form sentences. A text is the 

collection of events that make up a story and displays the figure in motion. 

Structuralism of Levi-Strauss follows a view that the meaning of story like 

sentence is the result of an articulation process (Pettir L, 1977) 

Based on two perceptions above that first, the meaning of a text 

depends on the meaning of its parts. This means that if the meaning of a part 

changes it will also change the overall meaning of the text. Second, the 

meaning of each event in a text is determined by events that may replace it 

without making the text meaningless or absurd. So the meaning of new events 

will appear after we connect between events and backgrounds.  

Through linguistic rules applied by Levi, researchers tried to find a 

ceritheme or mytheme, according to Ahimsa (1998), ceritheme or mytheme in 

Levi-Strauss’ analysis equals mytheme or lexical by Barthes. Ceritheme or 

mytheme is words, phrases, sentences, sections of paragraphs that indicate 

certain meanings that can be positioned in a particular relation with other 

narratives. Ceritheme or mytheme describes an experience, nature, life 

background, social interaction and others. Ceritheme or mytheme  has 
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different context of the story so that the researcher needs to arrange 

syntagmatic and pragmatic to make it easier to know the meaning of myth in 

the analysis of kelong basing. 

Researchers take the example in research conducted by Neneng Yanti 

Kh (2009: 318), she analyzes myth using linguistic structural Levi-Strauss 

method in Kisah Pedagang dan Jin,  fary tale on Seribu Satu Malam. 

She focused in three figures (F), old man I (OM I), old man II (OM II). 

The three figures are found relationships between characters and events that 

surround it. 

Table 1. 

F Man  Middle age Rich  (many wives) Trader Travelling  
OM I Man  Old Rich  (two wives) Trader  Travelling  
OM 

II 

Man  Old  Rich (one wife/jinn) Trader  Doing a 

cruise 

 

Based on the table above, she found that there is a transformation in 

ceritheme or mytheme marking with the transformation between the three 

characters. Also found in the opposition pair and elements that can unify. In 

ceritheme or mytheme of the age of OM I and OM II is an old man. The age is 

opposed to the middle-aged F, OM I and F are opposed to OM II with one 

wife and the jinn as well. But the third profession's, their profession is 

reunited with opposition in various ceritheme or mythemes. All three are both 

tradesmen and travel. 
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a.1 Structural and Transformation  

Several important concepts in Levi-Strauss’ structuralism are 

structural and transformation concepts. According to him, structural is 

model made by anthropologist to apprehend and illustrate cultural 

symptom when be analyzed which is not related to cultural 

phenomenology itself. This model is connected to relations that influence 

each other.  

Structural structure analyzing is divided into two kinds namely; first, 

surface structure is relations between the elements making based on the 

external or empirical on it. Second, deep structure is the particular 

arrangement which building on surface structure creation, but not always 

on the empirical side of the phenomena in generally. Deep structure is 

arranged with analyzing and comparing various surface structures built. 

So, deep structure is more suitable for use in understanding cultural 

phenomena. (Ahimsa,2001:61) 

The deep structure is used as a model to understand the phenomenon 

under study because through this structure, researcher will understand the 

cultural phenomena studied. Surface structures is such as myths, kinship 

systems, costumes unlike the inner structure which is a surface structure 

that can be realized the meaning while the deep structure is not realized 

(Tasrif,2007:232). By examining myths, Levi Staruss uses a structural 
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paradigm to reveal the logic behind the myth that appears from the surface 

structure. The logic is realized from the activities of human daily life. 

Various cultural phenomena are a form of reason (Sutrisno and Putranto 

2005:121).  

Levi Strauss focused on the myths contained in every fairy 

fragmentarily. According to him, myths are its own narrative, especially 

related to certain aspects of culture. Basically myths are cultural messages 

to community members. He said that myth in context had a structure in 

which empirical reality is presented logically in the content of the myth 

(Tasrif, 2007:215) 

The definition of transformation in this study differs from the 

generally knowing, the transformation context is defined as the 

transfiguration. It means that in a transformation occurring is a change at 

the surface level. 

Although, the changes occurring in the same sentence empirically 

indicate the difference and change, in the context of transformation, the 

meaning or message contain the same.  

In the scope of symbolism, transformation is most clearly seen in 

language, for example: 

a. I go to Makassar ( S V O 

b. Go I to Makassar ( O S V) 

c. Go to Makassar I ( V O S)  
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Empirically, these sentences clearly indicate differences and 

changes, but the meaning or message remains the same, namely: the 

subject will go to a certain place. The arrangement of the element-

elements. Element "I" in each sentence changes at the surface level but 

also occurs in the sentence occupying different positions, So the message 

of the sentence or its internal structure remains the same. 

In a structural perspective, culture is basically a series of 

transformations of certain structures that are behind them. In structural 

analysis researcher can construct a transformation sequence from the 

phenomenon under study. After getting the transformation of the 

phenomenon, we can build a model that can explain or help researchers 

understand the phenomena that occur in society, the owner of the culture. 

From here, the researcher will then see a structure that is fixed, 

unchanging. This structure is said to be deep stucture, from various 

symbols of the process of symbolizing socio-cultural phenomena in 

anthropology. 

According to Ahimsa (2001: 65) Structural analysis has also opened 

up the possibility to put forward estimates about cultural transformations 

taking place in society, both in the past and in the future. Structural 

analysis can basically be applied to any cultural phenomenon or smaller 

elements, the goal is to find the structure of the phenomenon under study. 
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2. Myth 

According to Badcock (1975 : 52- 55), definition of myth is something tells 

a story that does not convey common sence information, it is not for political 

purpose. It serves no utilitarian end whatsoever, and convey no information about the 

everyday world. Nor is it necesuriley morally or political pedagogic. It is this 

boundary explaining that myth is a specific story that is part of an interesting cultural 

phenomenon. According to Levi-Strauss in Ember and Ember (1986:48), socio-

cultural phenomenon is a representation of outer structures based on internal and 

human structures.  Levi strauss (1974:232) explained that in myth there are 

unstructured units (structural) relationships, but a unity of relationships can be 

combined and used to reveal the meaning behind the myth itself. 

Analyzing the meaning of myth, the word of the story must be separated to 

mythical discourse. However, the meaning is looked by seeing the other combination 

of story where it creates meaning because of oppositional. So that, myth shows not 

only its meaning but also something else by meaning of about world, society, and 

history (Ahimsa, 2001:95). 

Although myth tells about fairy tail, there are many messages contained in it. 

These messages are not stored only in one myth but in their entirety from myth. So as 

to look for the meaning of myth, what needs to be considered is the overall meaning 

of the story not just from one word. 
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a. Myth and Human Mind 

       Levi-Strauss is interested to knowing basic human mind principles to   

cultural phenomena both “primitive” thinking and “modern” thinking. 

According to him, knowing the principle, researchers will experience many 

obstacles in using modern thinking because modern thinking has many 

patterns of thought that exist in their culture. It is gotten in the middle living 

conditions supported by high technology, and have been influenced and 

shaped by the education system. 

Modern thinking will ignore that something cannot be explained 

scientifically, they only believe around the world we see, smell, taste, and 

perceive (Lévi-Strauss, 1955). They have a lifestyle that is influenced by 

many aspects, such as technology, education, pop culture and politics. Thus, if 

a researcher wants to know primitive thinking, basic logic in a form that is 

still not contaminated by an artificial environment like modern humans.  

One of cultural phenomena which comes from human mind is a 

myth. According to Levi-Strauss that myth in structuralism context is only 

fairy tale which is believed by other people. Myth is also not a "holy" story 

like the other mythical understanding that says that myth will lead to the word 

with God, as in the Apollo story ritualized by the Delos community in the 

form of singing (Barbara Kowalzig, 2007:68). What is considered sacred, it 

considered mediocre by other groups. 
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b. Myth and Language 

Cultural research can be approached by studying the language, 

through language we can get to know the local culture. Language becomes a 

tool for viewing logical relations, opposition, correlation, analysis of 

relationships with one another (Susilo Pradoko, 2001).  

 Example, word “rice” in English when this word is translated to 

Indonesia it will refer to several words. Start from here, researcher will 

cultural context and the cause of the description of some words against "rice" 

in English. 

One of the cultural phenomena studied by Levi-Strauss is myth, he 

described the existence of language and mythical features. First, language is a 

medium, a tool to communicate, to convey messages from one individual to 

another, as well as to myths. Myth is delivered through the language and 

inside it contains story-shaped messages. 

Second, following de Sausser view about language having langue and 

parole aspects. Langue is social aspect shared in the language while parole is 

dialectical expressions of an individual nature
 
(Ahimsa, 1999). According Levi 

Strauss view, parole is statistical aspect from language arising from the 

concrete use of language, while the langue aspect of a language is its 

structural aspect. 
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Language is a langue in reversible time, due it is regardless of the 

diachronic timeframe but the language as a parole cannot be detached from 

the time device or is non-reversible time.  

According to Levi-Strauss, myth is in two times at once, specifically 

present and past. The fact showing that myth always refers to past is marked 

with using words “A long time ago”, “one day” in beginning paragraph. In 

addition, the distinctive patterns of myth are a feature that keeps myths 

relevant and operational in the current context. Certain patterns expressed by 

myths, described by myths are timeless, unbound by time, or in reversible 

time. These patterns explain what happened in the past, but at the same time 

explain what is happening in the present and the future. “Explains the presents 

and the past, as well as the feature”( Lévi-Strauss, 1963:209). 

The third characteristic of the myth is, the myth can be in reversible 

time and non-reversible time at the same time that does not exist in the nature 

of the language. It means a story that happened in the past for example 

Sangkuriang story that is believed by the community that the character really 

exist in the past and will remain. 

There are some of the foundations by Levi-Strauss in the structural 

analysis of myths (Ahimsa, 1963: 211), namely 

1) The meaning of myth does not exist in its own elements which are 

separated from one another, but these elements are combined with 

each other 
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2) Myth is not just language, only certain characteristics are found in the 

characteristics of language. A characteristic feature of myth is that it 

can be felt, captured, understood, as a myth by anyone. 

3) Myths are more complex, than other forms of language, because the 

meaning of myth has broader meaning through the analysis of the 

smallest part of the myth namely ceritheme. 

3. Kajang Customary Community  

       Kajang customary community area is in the administrative area of Tana Toa 

village, Kajang, Bulukumba district, South Sulawesi. So it also called Tanah Toa 

custom area. From the city of Bulukumba the location of the customary area is 56 km 

through on Tanete, while from the city of Makassar it reaches 250 km. 

Based on the socio-cultural community, Kajang area is divided into two 

parts "Kajang in" and “Kajang outside". Kajang in refers to the community areas that 

still follow ancestral tradition so that it is still maintained the authenticity of 

traditional values and culture of society both in religion, social, culture, and ecology, 

while Kajang outside refers to the society area that has been touched by modernism 

life. 

The language used by Kajang peoples to communicate is Konjo language 

which it is still allied with the Makassar language but Konjo language has different 

distinctive dialect from other areas and languages of Makassar itself. 
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a.  Mitology of Kajang Society 

Islam believes that the Prophet is the first man who was sent down to 

earth along with his wife and then gave birth to a child. Adam's descendants 

thrive and make lifestyle also create civilization from time to time until the 

present age of globalization. Certain the beginning of human life according to 

Kajang society’s mythology also has its own story. Kajang community 

believe that the firs human in the world is Amma Toa carrying messages from 

Turiek Akrakna (Almighty God) to human and have to done by Amma To’s 

generation to the next. These messages are called   pasang (Ramli and 

Andhika, 2012: 38). 

Amma Toa as the first human being in the word, he delivers the wise 

saying to his generation, pasang. In addition, amma toa has a role as mediator 

between human being and Tu Riek Akrakna and between Tu Riek Akrakna 

and human being. Therefore, Pasang ri Kajang is not instructed directly to the 

common people but through the first mankind. Amma towa has function to 

mediate ethnic Kajang expectations and divinity conception.  

4. Kelong Basing (Requiem from Kajang) 

 The word basing means a long flute, a traditional musical instrument made 

from bamboos and accompanied by kelong basing (basing song). There are two 

basing prayer (pakbasing) played by man and two basing singers played by woman 
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(pakelong basing). Basing song is primary items in death ritual event that performed 

when a person stop breathing. 

 

Taken from http://budaya-indonesia.org/Basing-Musik-kematian-dari-Kajang, 

Perpustakaan Digital Budaya Indonesia 

 

According to Herlina, there are eleven types of kelong basing can be seen as 

follows: 

a) Kelong basing Tempa Sorong is a song for the death which has not lyrics 

because of worship.  

b) Kelong basing Rikong, a song for a death and life 

c) Kelong basing Iok-iok, it is a lullaby 

d) Kelong basing Tinke-tingkere, pampered song 

e) Kelong basing Leko’-Leko’, entertaining song 

f) Kelong basing Hammancia, entertain song 

g) Kelong basing Palamojong, entertaining song 

h) Kelong basing Ati-ati Raja, entertaining song 

i) Kelong basing Dondak, entertaining song 

http://budaya-indonesia.org/Basing-Musik-kematian-dari-Kajang
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j) Kelong basing Sio Sayang, entertaining song 

k) Kelong basing Cui-cui Didi, guesses, entertaining song 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY  OF  RESEARCH 

A. Research method 

This research will be used qualitative method. According to Maleong in Drs. 

Kuntjojo (2009), qualitative methodology is a research procedure that produces 

descriptive data in the form of written or oral words or behavior of the community 

that can be observed. 

Qualitative is the kinds of discoveries that cannot be achieved by using 

quantitative. Qualitative research is used to examine community life, history, 

behavior, organizational functionalization, social activities. So using this method, 

researchers will discover and understand what is hidden behind the phenomena that 

occur in society (Pupu, 2009:2)  

Descriptive is procedure to solve the problem analyzing by describing the 

subject or object research such as novel, drama, story or poem which related to the 

fact appearing or drawing in field. (Nawawi, 1995: 63). However, Descriptive research 

aims on current issues or problems through a process of data collection that enables 

them to describe the situation more completely than was possible without employing 

this method. 

B. Source of Data 

Source of data in this research is the result from interview. The interview 

will be done such as question-answer by the researcher and the informant namely: 
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Ammatoa, public figure in Kajang community, the subdistrict office, pakbasing 

(basing player), pakelong basing (basing singer) 

C. Techniques of Data Collection 

1. Interview 

Interview is technique of data  collection with asking and answering between 

researcher and respondents, the right parties such as Ammatoa, public figure in 

Kajang community, pakbasing (basing player), pakelong basing (basing singer). 

2. Recording 

In Kajang, the electronic tools are strongly forbidden in Amma Toa’s area so 

the researcher only use note taking while interview him. Recording is used when 

interview the informant except Amma Toa. Not only recording, the researcher also 

use camera to take a picture and video.   

3. Note taking 

All data collection from the informants from technique of interviewing, 

recording is well understood by researcher to get the information, therefore note 

taking is also used while collecting the data.  

D. Technique of  Data Analysis 

 There are two techniques in analyzing structural myths, namely: 

 

1. Looking for mytheme 
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 According to Levi-Strauss, mytheme is elements in the construction of 

mythical discourse and also unit that it tends to oppositional, relative, and negative. 

Following Jakobson about phonem, it refers to “purely diferential and contentless 

sign” (1985:145). Thus, for analyze a myth or story, the meaning of the word in the 

story must be separated from the meaning of mytheme. He thinks meaning of myth 

not showing myth significance itself but it has to combined to elements by elements 

such as world, society and history.  

2. Arranging mytheme  

After researcher find mytheme, it is the form of sentences indicating certain 

relationships exist in a few myths. That mytheme, researcher will write in index, each 

index will be given number based on the order of story. This number aims researcher 

to find specific function that called relations.  

E. Instrument of research 

1. Interview paper is used when researcher gave questions to informants 

2. Recorder was used to record the data while the researcher used note card 

to note what instruments said. 

3. Camera or smartphone was used to take picture and video to get the data 

when the researcher was talking to the informants. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

A. Finding 

After conducted interview with several informants, note taking and 

recording during field reseach, the researcher analysed kelong basing into the 

structural of myth which was related to the finding and discussion. 

1. Kelong Basing 

Kelong basing consists of two words namely kelong which means singing 

while basing means bamboo. Kelong basing is a song accompanied by music 

instruments made of small bamboo which is called bulo. Kelong basing is performed 

by two men as music instrument players and  two women as singers.  

According to H. Mansur Embas (08/06/2018) stated that kelong basing is 

Pasang ri Kajang which is sung in the ritual death to entertain human journey to 

other world called to allo ri boko (hereafter).  

Besides, taking about the the hole lyric of the songs, Kelong Basing were 

containing stories that happened in the past and then retold in the form of songs, so 

that there was a process of recalling people who are still alive. Not only in the form of 

stories that happened in the past but also in the form of praise or grand songs that led 

the spirits while they went  to the end of their journey, hereafter. According to Puto 

Rudding (02/08/2018) when the kelong basing was played it will make the person 

remember the good behavior done by the person who died during his life. 
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The researcher visited Amma Toa as tribal chief to know more what kelong 

basing is in (08/08/2018). He stated that there were two types of kelong basing, 

namely: 

a) Kelong kamangeang 

The definition of kamangeang is to go somewhere, in te spite of this, 

Kelang kamangeang is a song intended such as salvation prayers for the 

spirits who are traveling to hereafter. The song is usually sung on the day of 

death and the anniversary of death such as the nights of 20, 30, 40, 50, 70, 80, 

100. Kelong basing is performed in that night until the day of release called 

akdangang. 

According to Puto Topo (08/02/2018) the akdangang is divided into 3 

types, namely: baca doang, aklajo-lajo, dampok. Among the three types of 

akdangang above, the family will choose one that will be carried out on their 

release day according to family finance.  When the family has a good finance, 

they will choose dampok by slaughtering two buffaloes while releasing by 

calling 38 adat and karaeng stakeholders. Families who have enough finance, 

choose aklajo-lajo by slaughtering one buffalo and calling 26 adat and 

kareng stakeholders. Meanwhile, if the family has a lack of finance, then they 

can choose baca doang, they do not slaughter buffaloes at all and present 

local customs and government. 

In kelong basing there are also kelong kamaeng, the song is the song 

that is intended for the living person usually in the form of a warning, advice 
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in carrying out life in this world. Based on Puto Rudding (02/082018) kelong 

kamaeng is also called basing cakkodo-kodo. This song is like that found in 

kelong basing Palamojong whose contents are in the form of advice about not 

to overdo everything, kelong basing Ati-ati Raja, kelong basing dondak. 

Based on H. Mansur Embas (08/06/2018) stated that kelong kamaeang 

contains rules, norms, customs, and advice so that the people of Kajang 

always carry out what is stated in the Pasang ri Kajang. 

b) Kelong pakbaruga 

Kelong pakbaruga is a song performed in welcoming guests, 

welcoming new birth, akkarena, anggaru and kelong jaga. The song is also 

intended as entertainment and advice for others. 

Because kelong basing is a traditional art, both pakelong and 

pakbasing must fulfill customary rules according to Pasang ri Kajang which 

is Kajang community life guidelines, such as wearing black clothes, passapu, 

and carrying out the prevailing norms. According to Puto Topo (02/082018), 

pakelong and pakbasing must have four qualities that are always maintained, 

namely; lambusuk (honest), sakbara (patient), gattang (assertive). On the 

other hand, being pakelong or pakbasing, must be at least 35 years old. It is 

called attangga tau (middle-aged) that is based on the calculation of prophet 

Muhammad’s age, which is 63 years. 
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There are several actors who participated in the appearance of kelong 

basing in a ritual death of the Kajang community. Those actors cannot be 

separated with the successful of performance. 

a) Pakbasing   

Pakbasing is 2 men as instrument music players who blow small 

bamboo, bulo. Therefore, they have to know basing piercings and tones 

that must be played according to the song sung by the singer. They wear 

passapu (used on the head), black clothes and tope lekleng (black 

sarongs) according to the custom of the Kajang community. 

The length of bulo used is about 50 cm with 5 holes. The 5 holes 

in the bulo have a symbol, which means human gratitude towards the five 

provision in the body, namely; nyaha (life), tallasa (life), pallanggerang 

(hearing), pakkasiak (feeling), and Panggitte (sight). At the top of bulo 

there is a Palippi Tala made of Lontar leaves which functions to make a 

sound, while the bottom of the bulo there is a piece of buffalo horn that 

makes a beatiful and loud sound. 

b) Pakelong basing 

Pakelong basing is 2 women as singers who sing a song. They 

have to know the lyrics of each song and the meaning of the song. 

Pakelong wears black bodo clothes and tope lekleng (black sarong) also 
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aksimboleng (rolled up their heir backwards) like the portrait of Kajang 

customary women generaly.  

When pakelong was singing, they used papik, a fan woven from 

palm leaves and spheroidal. Based on Puto Rajai (05/08/2018) the benefit 

of papik is to make the voice of the singer is united and in tune with the 

basing rhythms released. In addition, women who are shy, papik is used 

to cover their mouths while singing so that their mouths are not seen by 

others. 

c) Tau Apparenta Tumate 

Tau Apparenta Tumate is a person who is entrusted by a deceased 

family to guard the bodies of died people that are buried through visiting 

dead graves and praying for them three times a day including morning, 

afternoon and night. Before pakbasing blew the basing, Tau Apparenta 

Tumate had to read something praying that was intended for Panji 'as the 

first person who did basing by remembering and saying “tangsilaing 

basing, tangsilaing tau, tangsilain bulo”, means no other basing, no other 

human and no other bulo. Based on information from Puto Rasi 

(08/08/2018) basing cannot be separated by humans, so that when a 

person dies, he is sent by kelong basing. 
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2. The beginning of the appearance of kelong basing 

One upon the time, there was a couple as husband and wife traveling to a 

place to trade whish sailed on a ship with a captain. Upon returning from trading, 

after long way and get profit from their trade, this couple continued their journey  to 

come back home. But on the way, her husband died while the ship stopped and did 

not move in the middle of the sea. The captain began to worry about the ship being 

stopped in the middle of the sea, on the other side there was a person who died. So 

the captain told his wife to throw her husband's body at sea because the captain feared 

his body would rot. 

With a very sad feeling, the wife held him very loud cry and asked God for 

helping. With His permission, the wife listened to the unseen voice and orders to take 

bulo, the small bamboo that drifted and started blowing the bamboo so that the ship 

that had stopped, suddenly moved back. Rythme from the Bamboo blow is known as 

Tempa Sorong because of the blessing of the blow, the ship moves again. After 

stopping blowing the bamboo, the ship did not move again, so the wife blew back the 

bamboo she was using her nose and began to sing, this song was known under basing 

rikong, or rikodong, it means  feeling love to somebody.  Every time the wife stopped 

blowing bamboo and singing, the ship did not muve, so on until appeared  kelong 

basing iok-iok and tingke-tingkere. While singing, her husband woke up from his 

death and alive back see his wife without saying any words. 
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After finished her song, her husband and wife returned to his house while the 

ship  were ridden by them overturned in Dalisea village. Unfortunately, when they 

arrived at their home, her husband did not breath and pass away on her lap. 

Kelong basing is also called Pirauna Panji 'which means Panji's cry, because 

the wife named Panji who griefed by lossing her beloved husband. Kelong basing 

was lowered to his daughter named Bohe Dalia and kept in descent until now, 

generation fron generation. The kelong can only be formulated by families of karaeng 

descendants and indigenous descendants. 

3. Ceritheme or mytheme in Kelong Basing 

In kelong basing basing, singing is intended for people who are dead and 

people who are still alive. Therefore, the researcher only focuses on the story to find 

the relationships of each element in the kelong basing on the two topics told about. 

The song is intended for the deceased being the focus of the analysis kelong basing 

(a) the wish of the spirit; Rikong (KBR), kelong basing Sio Sayang (KBSS), kelong 

basing Lekok-lekok (KBL). In the three songs, there is the desire of the deceased, on 

that case, the researcher sees differences and equations that show the variation of an 

element in the story based on the theory of Levi-Strauss while Kelong basing is 

intended for people who are still alive in the form of advice contained in Pasang ri 

Kajang to live in the world to get the results they want later (hereafter). (b) advice 

with including songs namely; kelong basing Hammancia (KBH), kelong basing 

Palamojong), kelong Basing Ati-ati raja (KBAR).  
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The analysis is carried out by looking for the ceritheme or mytheme 

contained in each kelong basing and feeding it synagmatically and paradigmatically 

to help researcher more easily understood the meaning that is using structure method. 

a. Ceritheme or mytheme “The wish of the spirits” 

Some of the stories on Kelong Basing's lyrics as the focus of "wish of 

the spirit" analysis are three classifications of kelong basing, namely KBR, 

KBSS and KBL. The wish of spirits shows the similarities and differences that 

shown, even though in each of the three songs, there is a transformation there 

are also similarities in the end goal of their journey.  

KBR ceritheme tells hereafter life, being dead makes them happy 

because they have arrived at their last trip. That feeling of pleasure is due to 

the behavior they did during their life in the world, the Kajang community 

believes that what is done in the world will get a reply in the hereafter so that, 

they assume for not being excessive, arrogant and following the norms 

contained in Pasang ri Kajang  maked them towards safety. 

ceritheme on KBSS told about hereafter life, it means that death will 

be useless if during his lifetime, he never did good behavior to others.

 Based on kelong basing, KBR and KBSS have similarities that tell about 

hereafter, it also has a transformation shown the difference in life in the 

hereafter. The result of hereafter based on what is done in the world. Different 

from KBR and KBSS, the two songs turned out to have undergone a 

transformation in KBL, if KBR and KBSS talked about the final journey of 
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the spirits, then KBL told  about people who died did not move to hereafter 

but they walked towards Jampea. Jampea was a place of corpse cultivation in 

ancient times. 

The wish of the spirits from KBR, KBSS, KBL are undergoing 

transformation from every songs, the wish of the spirit in KBR is their sarong 

to be arranged. Their wish are conveyed through to the earth temporary the 

wish in KBSS, the spirits want to be visted and asked. According to the 

understanding of the word to be visited and asked  refers to a wish getting 

prayed by their family.  

The last, a wish of the spirit in KBL, in the previous lyrics tells about 

people who died do not move to hereafter but to a strange place therefore they 

want to arrive at the place where the spirits must return called hereafter. If we 

make a series of ceritheme based on "the wish of the spirits" of the three 

kelong basing, it will appear as follows. 

 

Table 1. 

 The Wish of The Spirits Variations  Medium  Destination 

KBR Sarong to arranged  Earth  Hereafter 

KBSS To be visited and asked   Hereafter 

KBL Have one goal (hereafter)  Jempa 
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Based on the above table, the researcher can explain that in the three 

of the kelong basing there is transformation from  wiches of the spirit , the 

essence of the spirit has the same travel destination in the end of their 

distination, hereafter. 

b. Ceritheme or mytheme “Advice” 

After finding the meaning of spirit wises about the journey to 

hereafter. The other ceritheme was found in the form of advice that must be 

carried out by humans in order to get the desired journey and happiness until 

arrived at hereafter.  

Ceritheme at KBH shown advice to humans that the world is only a 

place where we live temporarily and what we have and get is only something 

borrowed from Tu Riek Akrakna (Almighty God) and will return to Him. 

In KBP raises a different word, hometown, the lyrics of the kelong 

invites people to always live simply as in the philosophy of life of the kajang 

people tallasa kamase-mase which they always keep up and are not proud of 

what they have, Portrait of tallasa kamase-mase can be seen from the structure 

of the house, how to dress, and their way of life. Simple life refers to the liric 

which means even though they turn in bed with their lace padded they always 

remember pillows made by wood. 

In KBAR, it tells the human that the world is wide but narrow to get 

around, happy and sad messages always go hand in hand. Based on the three 

songs above, the following scheme can be prepared as follow as. 
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Table 2. 

 Place Use of place Behavior  Destination  

KBH World A place to live Borrowing  Hereafter 

KBP Hometown  Slept in bed Remembering  Hereafter  

KBAR World Laughing and crying 

are hand in hand 

  

 

Based on the table above there is binary opposition to each other, in 

the three songs both KBH, KBP, and KBAR contains advice that must be 

done by humans during his life, the KBH contains a ceritheme that the world 

is a place where yours is borrowed with the result that humans don't need to 

be arrogant, the song, KBP teaches that always remember what is done in the 

world that is what will be harvested in the hereafter. Contrasting to KBH and 

KBP,  KPAR emphasizes that the world is a place where happiness and 

sadness always coexist with, so it is necessary to always hold firmly  Pasang 

ri Kajang as a guide for life to get eternal happiness in the hereafter. 
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B. Discussion  

Based on findings by the researcher above, the meaning of the myths 

contained in kelong basing can be understood logically by the general public where 

people understand that the human journey to the hereafter after life in the world 

therefore the basing position in the Kajang community will look like chart below. 

   Wish of the spirits         the journey of people die 

 Kelong Basing       hereafter  

   Advises for human      human supposed to do 

Kelong basing contains the wish of spirit and advice, from both contents of 

kelong basing there was transformation, wish the spirit told about the journey of the 

deceased where in that journey every kelong had a difference, that is in KBR the 

opposition was "the wish of the deceased so that their sarong was arranged" with 

KBSS "the wish of the deceased to be visited and questioned about the situation". 

KBR and KBSS were in Opposition to KBL "the wish of the deceased to immediately 

go to hereafter because of his spirit while traveling in Jampea". The word “Jampea” 

in KBL is a place in Selayar, where the place was a corpse disposal place in ancient 

times. The correlation of the song is the person who died does not go directly to the 

hereafter but the spirit was traveling in a strange place so that the spirit wanted to go 

to the hereafter as the end of his journey. The three songs, both of KBR, KBSS, and 

KBL are reunited through the final destination from the journey of the spirit, namely 

hereafter. 
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Kelong basing which contains advice about what humans should do in the 

world was explained earlier that the concept of life that must be done by humans were 

humble life in order to get true happiness in the hereafter. Kelong basing songs 

according to the researchers turned out to have a correlation with Islam, this is 

explained in the Surah An-Nazi’at verses 37-41; 

ا َمۡن َخاَف َمقَاَم  ا َمن طَغَٰى )٣٧( َوَءاثََر ٱۡلَحيَٰوةَ ٱلدُّۡنيَا )٣٨(فَإِنَّ ٱۡلَجِحيَم ِهَى ٱۡلَمۡأَوٰى)٣٩( َوأَ مَّ فَأَمَّ

    َرب ِهِۦ َونََهى ٱلنَّۡفَس َعِن ٱۡلَهَوٰى )٤٠( فَإِنَّ ٱۡلَجنَّةَ ِهَى ٱۡلَمۡأَوٰى )٤١(

Meaning: 37.  Then, for such as had transgressed all bounds, 38. And had preferred 

the life of this world, 39. The Abode will be Hell-Fire; 40. And for such as 

had entertained the fear of standing before their Lord's (tribunal) and had 

restrained (their) soul from lower desires, 41.Their abode will be the 

Garden.  

Based on the verse above, humans are divided into two groups namely the 

inhabitants of hell and the inhabitants of heaven. The inhabitants of hell are 

disobedient and attach importance to the world while sacrificing their hereafter. This 

is because they are arrogant so that they are not afraid of God, not To acknowledge 

greatness and majesty in God and also not afraid on the day of vengeance while the 

inhabitants of heaven were afraid of God and acknowledge the majesty of God and do 

not indulge their desires and always attach importance to the afterlife, even though 

they do not sacrifice their world. (Shihab, 2002: 60) 

The verses above explain about responding on behavior human in hereafter, 

and also give awareness to human for restraining desire, based in the meaning refers 

to meaning kelong basing songs which were describing life in hereafter and doing 
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tallasa kamase-mase what holding in Pasang ri Kajang. Kajang Custom Community 

was practicing humble life in daily life with drawn through kelong basing. 

 Researcher strongly agreed with the views of Levi Strauss in analyzing 

meaning where he connected the meaning of myths with the social background of 

own culture, it different from Bungawati in her thesis Budaya Akkattere dan 

Implikasinya terhadap Pengalaman Hukum Indonesia di Kajang, conducrted on 

2017. She saw the process of akkattere which was one of the almost identical cultural 

rituals of the Hajj by Kajang customary community was not in accordance with 

Islamic Shari'a. However claimed to a culture with different trust of the owner of the 

culture made the culture was worthy of one another's views. This was avoided by 

researcher to know the culture that it had been highly valued and upheld by its 

society. 

According to researcher, regarding myths in a culture will form a fact in 

accordance with what is in the social life adopted by the local community. So that, 

what is understood by society in general that myth is an exaggerated story can be read 

through the relationships contained in the myth itself. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

A. Conclusions 

Based upon the finding yielded in the present study, researcher could draw 

conclusion in answering the research qouestion as following below; 

The song of Kelong Basing as the one of ritual death played by two singers and two 

bamboo instrument players had relation to social background in Kajang community 

what They believe that the spirit had a journey to hearafter while the provisions to it 

explained also in kelong basing which contained advises called talasaa kamase-mase, 

humble life. It referred how to get easier when the spirit went to the end of journey, 

hereafter and got happiness forever in it. That advice reminded to the human, in order 

that they always keep the life principle which hold humble life said in pasang ri 

kajang. Human should be carrying out their desire and not intemperance in everything 

about world but the  human have to always remember about Allo ri Boko, hereafter.  

B. Suggestions 

1. It is suggested that people who always look at myths  something refer to 

musyrik as the result of this, they will have a newer angle in geting the 

meaning of myth in their culture society.  

2. It is suggested for new researchers to develop cultural research in 

Bulukumba, especially the Kajang customary culture which is very rich in 

beautiful literary values.
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APPENDIX I 

Transcript of Interview Results 

1. H. Mansur Embas as Culturalist of Kajang. 

Nenni  : Bagaimana  pengertian dari kelong basing menurut kakek? 

H. Mansur  : Jadi basing itu merupakan satu kesenian daerah yang terpaut di 

dalam pasang bahwa basing adalah kidung yang didalamnya 

terkandung beberapa kidung yaitu untuk menghibur perjalanan 

manusia ini dari duniawi ke pemakaman,  kemudian dari pemakanman 

menuju selajutnya, yaitu yang disebut Allo ri Boko. Kelong basing 

adalah suatu lantunan-lantunan  kidung agung, nyanyian yang bagus 

itu untuk mengantar para roh leluhur mereka atau keluarga mereka 

dari alam fana ini kea lam barsah, dari alam barsah kea lam akhirat. 

Itulah kegunaan basing, selain hiburan, juga untuk orang yang  

ditinggalkan.  

Ah, kemudian, basing dalam rangka menghibur keluarga yang 

berduka itu juga ada, basing itu adalah juga merupakan satu seni  

yang  di dalamnya ini termasuk seni suara  yang sangat indah yang 

merupakan  salah satu dari bagian dari pasang  teentang keluhuran 

budi seseorang. Itulah basing. 

Sebenarnya tidak sembarang dimainkan tapi dia bukan 

baruga. Baruga itu berarti hiburan umum. Jadi kelong basing 

kamangeang artinya  mange itu berangkat ke sesuatu tempat . ada 

juga yang namanya kamaeang untuk menhibur nurani kita agar 

senantiasa melestarikan pasang.  
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Dalam kidung kamaeang itu selalu dilantungkan nasehat-

nasehat yang mengandung budi luhur dan budi pekertti yang 

mengandung nilai dan norma, budaya yang tinggi supaya kita 

terhindar segala bentuk perbuatan keji, contoh; semena-mena, 

mencuri, judi , megumpat,  dan segala macamnya. Jadi di dalam 

pasang itu, selalu mengingatkan kita ini, hidup di muka bumi ini kita 

harus berprasahaja, kamase-mase dengan memperbanyak amalan 

kehidupan  dunia ini dalam kamaeang kita untuk menolong sesame.  

Dalam kandungan nilai basing artinya menyangkut kita  ini, 

kamase-mase,  menanamkan rasa cinta kepada seni itu supaya di hari 

kemudian kita hidup  kaya raya “tallasaki kalumanynyang 

kalupepeang”  

 

Nenni : apakah tallasa kamase-mase memiliki hubungan dengan kelong 

basing? 

H. Mansur  : tertu ada kaitannya, itu sangat erat kaitannya, baik kamaeang 

maupun kamangeang  di basing. 

Nenni  : bagaimana pendapat anda tentang keberadaan kelong basing 

kedepannya dalam menghadapi perkemngan zaman yang sekarang? 

H. Mansur : kalau menurut hemat saya, itu juga akan tergerus, sewaktu dari 

pengaruh luar, sama dengan pengaruh IT sekarang ini.ini bisa saja, 

tapi saya rasa sediikit demi sedikit akan mengalami kelunturan tetapi 

dia akan tetap lentur maksudnya masih didunakan oleh masyarakat. 

Sekarang ini sudah banyak perubahan terhadap tanah adat.  

2. Puto Rasi’ as Tau Apparenta Tumate 
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Nenni  : apa injo hala-hala na kelong basing 

Puto Rosi : ia mi injo, injo battuanna taua, jari injo basingnga kunre rakjinggi 

akjaraeng basingnga na tau a. na rakjing akjaraeng, maeng kado 

tossek, angkua kunre basingnga, bulo basing. Ka buloro pa nampa 

basing jari punna mateki parallu dipakbasingang. Sabak tau, bulo 

anrek nakjaraeng. Basing ka bulo dihaju.  

Nenni : jari tala nassa I basingnga punna tala maeng I na baca tupparenta 

ya, apa tujuanna injo ? 

Puto Rasi’ : maeng, dibacaang toik do, appada dipacaang kalatting, dibacaan 

toik hukba na. taniak ji di baca, diukrangi na ji, oh tangsilaeng bulo 

tangsilaeng tau tangsilaeng basing.  

Nenni : apa punna tappusuk I basing a ni abaca pole ri tummarentayya? 

Puto rasi : anrekmo, ka maeng mi. mingka rakjingngi disalaik punnaanreppa na 

lampa tukbasinnga. Jari aklampa pi tukbasingga nampa lampa todo.  

 

3. Puto Topo as Culturalist of Kajang  (04/08/2018, 10.58 pm)  

Nenni  : apa njo sarak-sarakna anjari pakbasing 

Puto Topo : sarak-sarakna injo pakbasingnga na kulle anjari pakbasing, 

pertama-tama appassapu lekleng, na ammake tope lekleng, na ki baju 

lekleng. Kedua, niisse toppi injo pole tempana basingnga, na sabak 

injo basingnga padaik bicara, selaku riek na tappu. Ke-allu, 

pakbasingnga anree sikali-kali nakkulle tau nu rongo-rongo a, 

nuttangnga tau pa, sabak tau riek pa gattang na, tau lambusuk pa. tau 

sakbara pa, tau pisona pa. apa sabakna dikua tau sakbara pa na 
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nupisona, kau ia pa intu tukbasingnga disare doik, na punna sikikdik 

sallok, bakai nakua ngura na sikikdik. Na kumalleng akbasing.  

Nenni : apa di pappilajari toik injo tempa-tempana? 

Puto Topo : iya, dipappilajari, riek dikua tempa sorong, anu riek intu natappu 

silaku absing anggenrangngi, silaku baca  battuanna appada bicara 

riek dipau mingka basing angngerang i. inho ditappua, 

dipakkutaknangngang pi, ditarekak pi. Jari injo ri tempa sorong tala 

dikelongang I ka riek silaku nap auk. 

Nenni : apa riek sarak-sarak tertentu na punna anjari ki pabasing talakkulle 

ri langgar? 

Puto Topo : tentu ia, sabak injo pabasingnga pada batuanna adak,  

 

4. Puto Sembang as pakbasing player, Puto Topo as Culturalist of Kajang, Puto 

Rajaik as farmer (05/08/2018, 10.35 am) 

Puto Sembang : ka intu tumatea dipakbasingngang ka ri matena ji intu lohe 

unin-uniang, na kelong basinngnga ri paantang ka dihaju 

pangngantara, nasabak tumatea na pisakringngi rakjingnga, 

sekreji intu rimatena na antara sekrek basing. 

Nenni : anterek inni diantara tumatea ri sakrakna basingnga? 

Puto Sembang : ri akhere 

Nenni : ka rrua inni kelong basing, kamangeang na kamaeang. Jari 

tujuanna injo kelong kamaeang apa e? 

Puto Sembang : punna untuk kamaeang untuk tau tallasa ji selaku baruga ji.  

Nenni : apa isi na  injo iya? 

Puto Sembang : kelong biasa ji, appada cerama 
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Nenni : jari punna kelong kamangeang ? 

Puto Sembang : na langgere tolinnu na langgerek tok tumate 

Nenni : punna anjariki pakbaasing apa riek gauk-gauk tala kulle di 

gaukan ri pakbasingnga? 

Puto Topo : jari injo basingnga selaku adat, jari seluruh pelanggaran-

pelanggaran adat tidak bisa dilaksanakan. Seseai larangan 

adat na agama.  

Nenni : jari riek sarakna anjari pasing e? 

Puto Sembang : Tania masalah sarak, injo pabasingnga, diissek toppi angkua  

appakunjo lagunnabasingnga. Makarua, injo akbasingnga tau 

mate dipakbasingngang, manna todo tala iissek injo sumpaek 

bacana nakkulle lalante sakrayya, ante ttodo. Baca 

anggerangi.  

Puto Rajaik : appada battuanna dipannimbakki kuraang, anre intu 

nabutuk-butuk, manna macca tawwa ngaji, anre na butuk 

aklampai tawwa angngaji punna anrepa dihara’ injo sumpaek 

disuro timbak. Jari punna anre na maeng dipattimba anre na 

jari, nakua “jako ka tala maenng kupatimba”. Jari gitte kunni 

lengkap ki, akrak ki di panggaji atau ripakbasingngan kulle to 

terserah injo tau ri bokona.  

 

5. Puto Rudding as basing player 

Nenni   : apa tujuanna injo 5 kalikbong ri Basing? 
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Puto Rudding : tujuanna injo lima kalikbong sampulonrua sakrakna, appakunjo ji. 

Jari appada toik caritanna angkua, ia ji intu tawwa dipakbasingan 

punna mate i sikidi ji kulle dicarita, ia ji intu dikua tubuh, nyaha, na 

tallasa. Jari tala makring sambarang antalitiki kecuali na manak.  

Nenni  : jadi sebenarnya inni basingnga untuk tubuh, nyaha na tallasa? 

Puto Rudding : ia appakua injo. Punna ammuni bassingnga  anre tabana angkua 

anggukrangi ahere anretodo angngukrangi lino. Saba mange-mange. 

Jari appada pantara angkua dipangngajiang, apa dipau anggurangi 

tawwa apada tokjik basing.  

Puto Topo : injo basingnga selaku pappangajara ri tau tallasayya angkua aggauk 

bajikko sabak na mateko. Jari injo lima kalikbongnga ka lima todo 

passala ri batang kalea, nyaha, tallasa, panggitte, pallanggere, 

pakkasiak. Ia mi intu na lima kalikbonna. Jari intu nu limayya 

kalikbonna dikua basing kamangeang untuk tumate. Untuk basing tau 

tallasa annang kalikbonna, dikua basing cakkodo-kodo kelong baruga 

arenna.  

Nenni : jari inni tala tempat attiup apa arena? 

Puto Rudding : palippi arena, punna anrek inni tala munni I, na inni tanruk 

tedongnga untuk pansuluk sakra, punna narek I, tala appihalik, 

aksakana ja bahang, anre na pau.  
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APPENDIX II 

 Classification of kelong basing 

 

There are eleven classifications of Kelong Basing but only ten with lyrics.  

The lyric are taken by researcher in previous research compiled by Herlana Sahib in 

the title of her dissertation, Entextualization and Genre Transformation of Kajang 

Death Ritual Speech, this dissertation was conducted on 2015. It was the first 

transcript of kelong basing, because Kajang people themselves are more acquainted 

with oral than writing, however lyric from kelong basing itself even though it is 

usually sung by the Kajang customary community but not structured as found by 

Herlina Sahib. After getting the lyrics from Kelong Basing, the researcher classifies 

the meaning of song lyrics based on the understanding of the translator and the 

researcher himself. 

a. Kelong Basing Tempa Sorong 

Kelong basing Tempa Sorong is opening rythm without lyric in kelong 

basing which It is in the form of prayer for people who have died.  

b. Kelong Basing Rikong 

Hajik tojeki matea paklingkaanga ri anja  

It is really good death journey to the hereafter 

Rakjingi rolo nampa nuppak balasakna 

It is hard at beginning than easy at result 

Akpasangi bedek anjayya linoa napappasangngi 
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The spirit messages through the earth 

Akrai bedek nilonjoki ang topena 

The spirit wants their sarong to be arranged  

Manna mappasang anjayya linoa napappasangngi 

Event though the spirit sends message to the earth 

Anrekpa bedek nalingka ri anja 

The spirit has not moved to the hereafter 

Assa tojekmi jammenna lingka tojekmi rianja 

He is really dead, he has gone to the hereafter 

Anrek minjoke ri jalik pammene anna 

He was not in jalik, laying him down 

Nai tokmo tanga susa, tanga simpung pakmaiknna 

Who is not inconvenient, not sad instead 

Ka tulajammeng tu laklingkamo rianja 

Somebody already going to die and go to the hereafter 

Kajuara rappassaki lani parekki pakkeke 

Banyan tree, please, falling down you will be a digger 

La nikeke sai moncong nipaklengukia 

It will be dag the mountain the palace we can hide 

Talia keke-kekeang moncong nipajlengukia 

It is not ordinary excavation but we dig the mountain the place we can 

hide  
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Nakammik nabi natarinti malekak 

It is looked after by prophets and angels 

Punna jammengki ammukoang teaki angkana sarenna 

If one day we die don't ever say because of destiny 

Angkana jakia jamming ri pakrisikna 

Just said he died becouse of his illness 

Malekak turukki cidong gae-gaemi kalenta 

O angels, let's sit, separate yourself 

La nicinik sai suruga lolong bonena 

We want to see heaven and its contents 

Terek minjo la nicinik la nilangngere sakranna 

Where will be seen and heard his voice 

Tallu moncong napaklenguki 

Three mountains the place we can hide 

Anjoke-jokeji bolana, oroji passimbangngenna 

The house is very close, only bamboo becomes an intermediary 

Kunjungta allallo kunjungta nipakkusissingang 

It is useless to pass, it's useless to ask 

c. Kelong basing lok-lok 

Upa-upak jaki jamming kanadojong jaki basing 

Lucky you to die because it is entertained by kelong basing 

Kinatinroli uni-uni patang pulo 
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Aaccompanied by 40 kinds of sounds 

Patang pulo uni-uni ri dallekanna matea 

40 kinds of sounds in front of the death 

Takbello helo 

Passing by 

Tuju ji kalewangngangna uni-uninna matea 

Seven basic sounds of death 

Basing pakdojong-dojonna kunreji sakranna nanjorengngang 

bakkasakna 

Basing song, the sound is here (earth) but the arrival is there (hereafter) 

d. Kelong basing Tingke-Tingkere 

Kelong basing Tingke-Tingkere is a song that tells about the history of 

the Kajang customary area, the place is a place to discuss an important 

discussion from the data holders and karaeng. In that place there are only 

7 houses which all face west. 

Akraksa a lakkusissing lakkutaknang tojek-tojek 

I really want to ask 

Sikura kale bola ri Mangarabombang 

How many houses in Mangarabombang 

Punna ia kikusissing bolayya ri Mangarabombang 

If you ask about a house in Mangarabombang 

Tuju batunna makdallek manraik ngasek 
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Seven houses all facing west (qibla) 

e. Kelong Basing Lekok-lekok 

Tala jammengi matea maklingkanaja ri anja 

Not every death is passed away but only journey to hearafter 

Iaji jammeng nuntaklea ri Jampea 

The one who died was who went to Jampea 

Inakke kunni-kunnina sekre mami takgalakku 

I now only have one goal (hereafter) 

f. Kelong Basing Hammancia 

Ka ri anja bedek borick suruga pammempoanna 

Because in the Hereafter is where heaven is 

Ia ri lino tumanginrang jaki borik 

While in the world only a place we are borrowing 

Pada nginrang jaki barik padattiro pakrasanggeng 

We all just borrow a place to live 

Talia tokja borik nikale-kalei 

Not a place controlled by yourself 

g. Kelong Basing Palamojonng 

Manna kale naboritta teaki taklibak-libak 

Even if your hometown, you do not proud 

Laminro jinni ri bali pakrasangenna 

We will return to the real place 
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Mangku mamo mammene ri ranjang 

Even though I sleep in bed 

Mappaklungang renda-renda 

With beautiful laced pillow 

Kuukrangi tok ji paklungang polongkajungku 

I keep remembering my wooden pillow 

h. Kelong Basing Ati-Ati Raja 

Sia-sia mi mate a paracuma tallasa yya 

Die is vain, life is useless 

Longgang I lino na seppang pang mitikang na 

The world is wide but narrow to get around 

Sibola-bola mintoi simpunga sale-salea 

Misery and joy are hand in hand 

Sipammeneang kakkalak jeknek matayya 

Laughing and crying are hand in hand 

Kelong kinni ka pirau kakkalak ka jeknek mata 

We sing because of crying, laughing because of tears 

Tak muri kinni na pirau cakdi-cakdi 

Smile but crying in deep heart 

i. Kelong Basing Dondak 

Jappa tojekmi daengku 

My old brother has really gone 
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Murung-murungmi otona 

His car makes a soud 

Nipajappa teak jappa nipalolok tea lolok nipa enrek tea mmenrek 

It makes run but does not want, it satart but it does not want to move 

j. Kelong basing Sio Sayang 

Barang ri anja pisallang ri bangkennapi dunia 

Who knows at the end of the world 

Na tassak lalang tuteayya makkusissing 

People who does not want to ask will regret 

Makkusissing jintu sallok punna jammengki mukoang 

People will ask if they die later 

Lapparikodong punna laklingka rianja 

So pity if they have already go to hereafter 

Riek tokmo makkusissing nek tokmo pakrikodong 

Somebody ask, some other feel pity 

Riek tokmong kua kasarennamo sikua 

Some say that their destiny is like that 

Erokki jammeng nitoak, garring nipakkusissingang 

The spirit wants to be visited, asked if he is sick 

Kitangang nanro pau hajik ri taua 

But he did not good characters to other people 

Nanro memangki pakmaik ri gentengang tallasatta 
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Do good behavior when we are still alive 

Jammengki sallok buttayya mami larua 

When we die later, only soil has power 

Kuanna buttayya larua anjayya nipaka sunggu 

Let the soil has power, the spirit will be joyful 

Kala patokong battung ngohe-ngoheang 

Rather than eagles come to tear up repeatedly 

Barak anrekja nisurung mattanang-tanang pakmaik 

Who knows, no advantage doing good behavior 

Takbu nilamung bojok mangbua paria 

Sugar cane is planted, cucumber fruiting pariah 

k. Kelong Basing Cui-Cui Didi 

Kelong basing Cui-Cui didi contains a story that occurred in Dutch 

colonialism in Indonesia, this song in the form of songs that form innuendo 

to people who do not want to be involved in warfare. 

Cui-cui didi ngurako nu didi 

Llittle bird, why is your color yellow 

Ka pangritaa dok,  

Because i am educated people 

Ka pangrita jako palek tannu bundu balandayya 

You are educated people but why you did not attack the Dutchman? 

Ka sianaka dok,  
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Because we are siblings 

Ka sianak jako palek tannu pattunuang tedong 

You are siblings but why did you not cut buffalo for them? 

Kasia-si a dok,  

Because i am poor 

Kasia-si jako palek namalompoja bolanu 

You are poor but your house is really big 

Ka uragika dok, ka uragika dok 

Because i am a house paranormal 

Ka uragi jako palek, nanutekbak kulantuknu 

You are a house paranormal but you did not cut your knee 

Ka takbessolo dok,  

Because it is missing 
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